Parking and Transportation Minutes
4/10/07 Cloud 339

Present: Muriel Parenteau, Craig Persiko, Shawn Yee, Susan Baker, Dana Galloway, Lani Battiste, James Keenan

Approval of the minutes: March 13, 2007. Add Shawn Yee name to those members present. Passed with change.

Old Business

• Crossing Guards update: Lani will check with Peter Goldstein about paperwork.
• Update on crossing light @ bookstore: Olivia S. Scanlon of the Office of Supervisor Sean R. Elsbernd is looking into it. Lani stressed the safety concerns of the college to Ms. Scanlon
• There is a time gap of Shuttle service at JAD. Another concern is consistent monitoring of the white zone for Shuttle and Paratransit.
• Parking @ Gough. Student workers have been notified not to park in Gough lot. The Gough street lot is still impacted.
• Discussion of how to modify parking regulations. One suggestion was to change/update employee permit and give them a choice of one hanging permit or one sticking permit. No one would get 2 parking stickers. There will be more discussion in the future.
• FRC Meeting - S. Science tentative reconfiguration plan for 5 police cars spaces, 5 blue zones motorcycle parking and bike racks. No faculty car parking. North Science will also be reconfigured in the future.

New Business:

• Cutout in front of Rosenberg. Area needs to be painted red and proper signage. The concrete needs to dry and will be painted by May 1st.
• H-lot needs directional arrows to indicate flow of traffic. Hazardous situation. Will check with Chief Koehler at next meeting.

Additions:

• Faculty requests clarity on policy of Yellow Zones on the Ocean Campus. Refer to Parking Regulations #9 indicates that Yellow curb on campus is for Craft or E Plate vehicles or Vendors with a Vendor Permit that is distributed by the CCSFPD. The yellow curb is not for Commercial Vehicles. Committee suggests changing the color of the curb from yellow to remove the confusion experienced by college community with commercial Plates. Also suggest that the printed parking regulations distributed in Cloud 119 be printed in their entirety in the schedule book, catalog and be available on line.

• Misuse of red parking permits. Faculty members report that red passes are often blank, crossed out etc. Committee suggests changing the color of the 1 day pass and numbering them.
• White Zone at De Avila - People parking and blocking the handicap ramp after hours. Dean Grohe requested a movement of the White Zone. Lani to attend hearing w/City Hall on 4/25/07. Community meeting at DeAvila is on 4/16. Recommend more signage, repainting and step up enforcement.

Next Meeting: May 8, 2007 – 2:30 – 4:00pm R-518